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Abstract
Understanding how to design agents that sustain cooperation in multi-agent systems has
been a long-lasting goal in distributed artificial intelligence. Proposed solutions rely on
identifying free-riders and avoiding cooperating or interacting with them. These mechanisms of social control are traditionally studied in games with linear and deterministic payoffs, such as the prisoner’s dilemma or the public goods game. In reality, however, agents
often face dilemmas in which payoffs are uncertain and non-linear, as collective success
requires a minimum number of cooperators. The collective risk dilemma (CRD) is one
of these games, and it is unclear whether the known mechanisms of cooperation remain
effective in this case. Here we study the emergence of cooperation in CRD through partnerbased selection. First, we discuss an experiment in which groups of humans and robots play
a CRD. This experiment suggests that people only prefer cooperative partners when they
lose a previous game (i.e., when collective success was not previously achieved). Secondly,
we develop an evolutionary game theoretical model pointing out the evolutionary advantages of preferring cooperative partners only when a previous game was lost. We show that
this strategy constitutes a favorable balance between strictness (only interact with cooperators) and softness (cooperate and interact with everyone), thus suggesting a new way of
designing agents that promote cooperation in CRD. We confirm these theoretical results
through computer simulations considering a more complex strategy space. Third, resorting
to online human–agent experiments, we observe that participants are more likely to accept
playing in a group with one defector when they won in a previous CRD, when compared
to participants that lost the game. These empirical results provide additional support to the
human predisposition to use outcome-based partner selection strategies in human–agent
interactions.
Keywords Cooperation · Collective risk dilemma · Public goods game · Game theory ·
Partner selection · Human–robot interaction · Complex systems
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1 Introduction
Cooperation between self-interested agents has been a fundamental research topic in economics [20] and evolutionary biology [41]. Likewise, designing agents that sustain cooperation is a long-standing goal in multi-agent systems (MAS) [18, 32, 81]. Often agents
take part in interactions that pose the dilemma of choosing between maximizing individual
gains or cooperating for the sake of social good. Studying cooperation is thereby significant for two reasons: on the one hand, to understand the biological and cultural mechanisms developed by humans (and other species) that allow altruism to evolve [51, 65]; on
the other hand, to learn how to engineer agents and incentive schemes that enable cooperation to emerge through decentralized interactions, thus allowing for social desirable outcomes that benefit all [46, 57].
In several cooperation dilemmas, collective benefits are only distributed—or collective
losses avoided—whenever a minimal number of agents cooperate [34, 44, 48, 66]. In natural settings, examples of this situation abound [44, 69], such as in the case of collective
hunting in different species [5, 70]. Similar non-linear profiles have been found in whale
hunting by humans [2] and in international relations [33]. This situation may also occur in
voluntary vaccination [79]—where a certain fraction of individuals need to vaccinate for
a population to achieve herd immunity—or simple daily tasks whose completion requires
the effort of a minimum number of group members—such as college or company team projects. Crucially, this interaction paradigm sits at the heart of climate negotiations, needed
to prevent the hazardous consequences of climate change. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions stands as a costly action that, if done by a sufficient number of countries, allows preventing catastrophic outcomes and benefits everyone. This situation inspired the so-called
collective risk dilemma (CRD) [6, 37, 53, 71, 77]. In this game, a group of agents interact
during a few rounds; in each round, subjects decide how much to invest, from their personal endowment, in order to prevent dangerous climate change (i.e., the collective goal).
The goal is achieved if the sum of all contributions amounts to a certain threshold. If the
collective goal is achieved, all players keep the money that was not invested. Otherwise,
everyone loses the saved endowment with a given probability (therein lies the risk).
It is possible to apprehend the core of the dilemma at stake resorting to a simplified
game. Following the model formalized in [53], we can assume that, in a group of size
N, each agent starts with an endowment b and the actions available are Cooperate (C) or
Defect (D). Cooperating means contributing with c (where 0 < c < b) towards the collective goal; Defecting means contributing 0. The collective goals are achieved if at least M
agents cooperate. If the required number of contributions is not reached, everyone loses
the saved endowment with a probability r (the risk). Assuming the most extreme scenario
(r = 1) we can verify that, if all members cooperate, everyone earns b − c. If all members
defect—or, in general, if the threshold M of cooperators is not attained—everyone earns 0.
Cooperation is noticeably desirable, however it may be hard to implement: the individual
optimum occurs when the threshold M is achieved without requiring one’s contribution. In
this situation, a defector earns all of the endowment b, while a cooperator just keeps b − c.
A possible way of incentivizing cooperation in CRD is to punish defectors or reward
cooperators [7, 16, 21]. These mechanisms, however, require the existence of costly monitoring institutions or the willingness of individuals to spend an amount to directly reward
or punish an opponent. This gives rise to the so-called second-order free riding problems.
A subtler way of eliciting cooperation in CRD—if opportunity is given—is to avoid agents
known to have defected previously. In fact, mechanisms of such kind were previously
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applied in the context of pairwise interactions, chiefly the prisoner’s dilemma and the
ultimatum game [14, 19, 42, 54]—or multiplayer interactions with linear payoffs [24, 28,
40]—that is, payoffs that increase linearly with the number of contributors, without the
abrupt changes that occur when a threshold of contributions is attained, as in the CRD. It
remains unclear, however,
• What are the individual advantages of selecting partners given own previous outcomes
in CRD encounters? or, in general
• Whether defector avoidance constitutes an effective mechanism to elicit cooperation in
CRD.

In this paper we explore these questions, studying the role of partner selection in CRD
through an evolutionary game theoretical (EGT) model [80] and through human–agent
experiments. We develop a model that allows studying, in the context of an evolving population, the scenarios in which an outcome-based cooperative strategy (OC) prevails in
the context of the CRD. Individuals that use this strategy cooperate, yet only accept to
play with defectors when they previously achieved collective success. We compare OC
with a strategy that always Cooperates and always plays (C), a strategy that always Defects
(D) and a strategy that cooperates but always refuses playing with defectors (coined Strict
Cooperation, SC). We find that OC is the most prevailing strategy in a wide parameter
region. In particular, OC wins against SC when the cost of cooperating, c, is low. We find
that OC conveniently combines the strict component of SC (refusing playing with Ds) with
the softness of unconditional Cs. This allows agents using OC to concede playing with D
opponents when their representativeness in the population is low enough to still reach the
collective threshold (M) in several interaction groups. Through simulations (Sect. 3.3), we
confirm that OC is a highly prevalent strategy, even if agents are able to adopt additional
conditional and defective strategies.
We complement this theoretical analysis with human–agent online experiments. These
experiments allow us to confirm that, indeed, the outcome of a previous game affects the
tolerance of playing with defectors. People are more likely to accept playing with defective
agents if they won, previously, an instance of the CRD. In those experiments, participants
play a CRD and are subsequently asked about their likelihood of joining a future team
composed with some defectors. We observe that participants that lost the game are more
likely to join a team with no defectors (compared with winners) and participants that won
the game are more likely to join a team with one defector (compared with losers). This
reveals that the outcome of a previous game indeed affects the tolerance of playing with
defectors.
Our analysis is in part motivated by recent results revealing that humans accept interacting with defective partners when they previously faced collective success [9]. Those
results were obtained after we conducted an experimental study with humans and robots.
Using robots allowed us to fine-tune the strategies used and thus test explicitly a cooperative and defective partner. For those experiments, we frame CRD in the form of a band
selection game, named For The Record, where agents are recruited to form a band and
record albums. Cooperation means investing in mastering an instrument that contributes
to the success of the band’s album; defect means investing in self-marketing. An album
is successful if a threshold album value is achieved—which is positively impacted by the
instrument skill of each player. While in [9] we mainly discuss how humans rate robots’
social attributes and the impact of game outcomes on group subjective measures, here we
discuss the obtained results in terms of outcome-based partner choice in CRDs. For the
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sake of completeness, we describe the human–robot experiments performed and the results
obtained in Sect. 5.2. As we use the same game (For the Record [9, 10]) in the new online
experiments, we fully describe this game in Sect. 5.1.
With these experiments and model, we open a new route to study strategies that efficiently incentivize cooperation in CRDs through partner selection conditioned on own
success experiences. Next, in Sect. 2, we discuss several related approaches to elicit
cooperation through defector avoidance, mainly in the context of pairwise interactions or
multiplayer games with linear payoffs. In Sect. 3 we detail the theoretical model used to
shed light on the role of outcome-based conditional strategies on CRDs. The analytical
results are presented in Sect. 4, together with the result of agent-based simulations that
allow confirming that outcome-based strategies have a high prevalence in CRDs even
considering enlarged strategy spaces. The theoretical results allow understanding the
advantages of outcome-based strategies in a long-term evolutionary context. We confirm,
through human–agent online experiments, that humans are more likely to accept playing
with defective agents if they previously had success playing a CRD game. In Sect. 5 we
present that experimental setup, the game used, and discuss the obtained results. We end
with Sect. 6, where we summarize our findings, point the limitations of our theoretical
approach, and provide avenues for future work.1

2 Related work
We focus on a social dilemma of cooperation, previously named collective risk dilemma
(CRD), already alluded to above. This game was originally proposed in [37] with the goal
of investigating decision-making in the context of greenhouse gas emission reduction and
the avoidance of dangerous climate change. Later on, CRD was analyzed theoretically,
resorting to evolutionary game theory (EGT) [53]. The authors found that, similarly to
what was verified in the experiments, high risk leads to higher contributions. Additionally,
small group sizes were found to be particularly suitable to sustain cooperation (a conclusion also present in [48], where smaller groups lead to stable states with higher levels of
cooperation). Here we follow the specification and notation in [53].
In the core of the CRD lies a dilemma of cooperation, in which contributing to the collective target is at odds with individual interest. Even if missing the collective threshold
has a huge impact in everyone’s payoff, the decision to defect—expecting that others contribute enough to achieve the collective goal—is the strategy that maximizes the individual
payoffs. As we explore in the present paper, several approaches to solve the dilemma of
cooperation are based on mechanisms of defector identification and interaction avoidance.
In the context of the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma, Mor and Rosenschein found that allowing agents to opt out from a repeated interaction favors cooperative strategies [38]. In that
work, individuals interact repeatedly with the same opponents. Similar mechanisms based
on direct reciprocation have been also shown to elicit cooperation in N-person dilemmas
[49, 76].
Avoiding defectors can, alternatively, be accomplished through reputations or social
network rewiring. In this context, Ghang and Nowak found that reputations and optional
interactions can be combined such that cooperation evolves among self-interested agents,
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provided that the average number of rounds per agents is high enough [19]. In that work, a
cooperator only accepts a game when the reputation of the opponent does not indicate her
to be a defector. Also, for a game to take place, both agents must accept to play the game.
An extension to private interactions was later suggested in [43]. Using reputations to adapt
behaviors and punish unreasonably defective opponents is a principle that underlies indirect reciprocity [1]. In this context, Griffiths [22] showed that using reputations to discriminate and refusing to cooperate with defectors allows for cooperation to emerge. An alternative mechanism to avoid interacting with defectors is social network rewiring. Santos et al.
[54] found that this mechanism allows for cooperation to emerge, a result also found in laboratory experiments [15] and public goods games [40]. Peleteiro et al. also used network
rewiring, in combination with coalition formation, to promote the evolution of cooperative behavior [47]. Griffiths and Luck studied network rewiring as a way of improving tagbased cooperation [23]. Crawford et al. studied cooperation and network rewiring, focusing
on how human-like motivations—such as sympathy, equality preferences and reciprocity—
affect the resulting social network topology [12]. Following the same principle of avoiding
interactions with defective opponents, Fernandez et al. studied anticipating mechanisms in
the the context of Anticipation Games [14], an interaction paradigm proposed in [83]. In
this case, agents refuse to play with agents if they were previously unfair. More recently,
partner selection was pointed out as a cooperation mechanism also in the context of agents
learning through reinforcement learning [3].
Most of previous works adopt strategies of defector avoidance in the context of 2-person
games. In the context of multiplayer interactions, Hauert et al. [28] found that simply introducing the opportunity for agents to opt out from a public goods game (a strategy called
Loner) creates a cycling dynamics that prevents the stability of defection. Interestingly,
this strategy does not rely on knowledge about the strategies of others. More recently, Han
et al. studied public goods games and commitments, assuming that agents may only accept
to take part in an interaction group provided that a minimum number of group members
decided to commit to cooperate [24]. Commitments can also be seen as an elaborate form
of pre-play signaling or quorum at the group level, also known to efficiently promote cooperation [45, 67]. In all cases, agents are allowed to opt out from the interaction groups,
providing a possibility to dissuade defection.
So far, defector avoidance mechanisms were implemented in pairwise cooperation
dilemmas (prisoner’s dilemma) or multiplayer cooperation games with linear and deterministic payoffs (public goods game). Here we address—both experimentally and theoretically—a new type of conditional strategies in the CRD, based on the overall group success.
As mentioned, in the CRD the payoffs depend, ultimately, on a threshold value of contributions that must be achieved to guarantee group success. This said, the decision of agents to
take part in groups with defective opponents may be based, not only on opponents’ strategies, but also on the previous success/failure experienced. Strategies of this kind were seldom studied. Our work attempts to provide a first step in filling this gap.
The methods that we use to study the CRD theoretically (evolutionary game theory,
EGT) were originally applied in the context of ecology and evolutionary biology [68]. Notwithstanding, previous works within AI (and particularly the MAS community) revealed
that adopting a population dynamics perspective provides important insights regarding
multi-agent learning and co-evolving dynamics [4, 31, 36, 74, 75]. EGT was also recently
applied to study social norms along different directions, namely the stability of normative
systems [39], the emergence and time evolution of social norms [13], or the evolution of
cooperation through norms and reputations [55, 59, 61, 82]. Finally, recent results suggest
that partner selection can be a mechanism to coordinate actions of humans and agents,
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showing that past interactions with virtual agents shape the subsequent levels of human
trust in virtual teammates [62]. In the context of human–robot interactions and cooperation
dilemmas, it was also shown—as mentioned already—that cooperative partners are more
often preferred whenever human players fail to previously achieve collective success; when
winning, humans select the cooperative or defective opponents almost alike [9]. These
experiments are fully detailed in Sect. 5 and the obtained results inspired us to develop a
new evolutionary game theoretical model to interpret the advantages of selecting cooperative partners only when a previous game was lost.

3 Model
In order to shed light on the advantages and disadvantages of such a strategy, we build a
theoretical model based on evolutionary game theory. Let us assume a population with Z
agents. We focus our attention on interactions following the previously introduced collective risk dilemma (CRD) [37, 53, 71]. Two baseline strategies are possible in this multiplayer game: Cooperate and Defect. The Cooperators (C) pay a cost (c) in order to contribute to a collective endeavor (album quality, in the scenario of For The Record introduced
above). The Defectors (D) refuse contributing and retain the cost, which contributes to
increase their relative individual payoff compared to the cooperators (investing in individual marketing skills). Agents are assembled in groups with size N. Success in the group
is achieved if at least M agents cooperate towards the collective goal—a threshold that, in
For The Record, corresponds to the minimum market value for an album to be successful.
In case of success, each agent in the group receives a benefit b (e.g. sell a lot of albums,
fame). In case of failure, each agent in the group has a penalty p (failure and mocking as a
band and as individual musicians; or, as in the For The Record, risking that the game ends
prematurely and all the players lose their accumulated profits). To capture the role of partner selection and, in particular, to intuit the reason for this selection to depend on a previous failure, we consider three types of cooperators:
• Unconditional Cooperator (C): Always cooperates and always plays with any agent;
• Strict Cooperator (SC): Always cooperates yet only plays with those perceived as cooperators.
• Outcome-based Cooperator (OC): Always cooperates; only plays with those known to
be cooperators when was previously in an unsuccessful group; plays with any agent
when was previously in a successful group.

Using such a small strategy space allows us to build an analytic model which encompasses the main features of this dilemma. Nonetheless, in Sect. 3.3 we enlarge this
strategy space, testing the validity of the analytic conclusions in more complex scenarios. Also, in the analytic model we assume that agents are able to uncover the strategy adopted by opponents in a group. In real scenarios, such possibility may depend
on public reputations—whose availability may itself constitute a dilemma [59]—or
previous direct interactions. We abstain from addressing the role of repeated interactions, reputation or other strategy anticipation mechanisms in order to focus on the
reasons for agents to prefer a cooperative partner only when they lose a previous game,
assuming that information about previous interactions is available. Again, in Sect. 3.3
we explicitly consider, through simulations, agents that may fail to identify Defectors
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in future interaction groups. In this section, and following the experimental results
obtained [9], we develop simplified theoretical models to explore the potential advantages, from an evolutionary point of view, of using strategy OC, when compared with
SC.
We shall first notice that, by using OC, an agent will either behave as an SC or as a C,
depending on the probability of previously facing an unsuccessful interaction; if the collective goal was not achieved, as the experiments show, individuals significantly prefer to play
with C partners, thus behaving as an SC. In the following analysis we will study 3-strategy
dynamics, assuming that, at most, three different strategies can co-exist in the population.
We start by formalizing the scenario 1) {C, SC, D}; then we show how the other two
scenarios of interest, 2) {OC, SC, D} or 3) {OC, C, D}, can be mapped onto scenario
1). Note that a scenario {OC, C, SC} is not interesting as, in this case, all agents play and
cooperate, meaning that all strategies lead to the same payoff.

3.1 3‑strategy game fitness
3.1.1 Scenario 1: {C, SC, D}
When there are k agents adopting strategy SC, l agents adopting C and Z − k − l agents
adopting D, the fitness (or average payoff) of an agent adopting C, resulting from playing in groups with size N, reads as
(l+k−1)
)
( )(
N−2 l−1 Z−l−k
∑ i N−1−i
N−1
C
f1 (k, l) =
(1)
( Z−1 ) 𝛱C (i + 1) + ( Z−1 ) (b − c),
i=0

N−1

N−1

where 𝛱C (i) = 𝛩(i − M)b − c − [1 − 𝛩(i − M)]p is the payoff of C obtained in a group
with i Cs and N − i Ds and 𝛩(x) is the Heaviside step function: 𝛩(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0 and
𝛩(x) = 0 otherwise. Note that collective success requires at least M cooperators. The first
term of the right hand side of Eq. (1) represents the payoff earned in groups where only Cs
and Ds (at least one D, thus the summation limit N − 2) take part; the second term adds the
payoff in groups
where )Cs( and
SCs take part, where the threshold M is always achieved.
( )(
Z)
∕
is
the probability (hypergeometric) of sampling a group with
Also, note that li Z−l−k
N
N−i
size N with i Cooperators (C) and N − i Defectors (D), from a population with l Cs, k SCs
and Z − k − l Ds. The fitness of agent D stands as
)
( )(
N−1 l Z−k−l−1
∑ i N−1−i
D
f1 (k, l) =
(2)
( Z−1 ) 𝛱D (i),
i=0

N−1

where 𝛱D (i) = 𝛩(i − M)b − [1 − 𝛩(i − M)]p is the payoff of a defector in a group with i
cooperators. The fitness of SC reads
(k+l−1)

f1SC (k, l) = (N−1
(b − c),
Z−1 )

(3)

N−1

as SCs always prefer C—refusing to play with D—and so, the only groups they concede to
play in are those composed by SCs and Cs.
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3.1.2 Scenario 2: {OC, SC, D}
Now we formalize the scenario in which l OC, k SC and (Z − l − k) D strategies exist in a
population. First, the probability that an agent OC loses a game (i.e., takes part in a group
where collective success is not achieved) is given by
)
( )(
M−2 l−1 Z−k−l
∑ i N−1−i
u2 (k, l) =
(4)
( Z−1 ) ,
i=0

N−1

that is, the probability that the game occurs (no SC and D simultaneously in the group) and
less than M individuals with strategy OC take part in the group. We can now realize that,
with probability u2 (k, l), an individual with strategy OC will play as SC; with probability
(1 − u2 (k, l)) an agent will play with strategy C. This said, we may use the fitness functions detailed in the previous section to describe the evolutionary dynamics in the present
OC–SC–D scenario. If each OC individual becomes SC with probability u2 (k, l), the probability that, out of( l)OC agents, l′ become SC ( P(X = l� )) is given by the binomial distribu�
�
tion P(X = l� ) = ll� (u2 )l (1 − u2 )l−l . For the sake of simplicity, we will use the mean value
of the distribution (l� = u2 (k, l) ⋅ l ) as the average number of OC agents that will play as
SC. This way, the effective number of agents playing as SC will be given by k + l� and the
effective number of agents playing as C comes down to l − l�. The fitness of agent X (with
strategy C, SC or D) can conveniently be written as

f2X (k, l) = f1X (k + l� , l − l� ).

(5)

The fitness of an agent playing OC can be written as

f2OC (k, l) = u2 (k, l)f2SC (k, l) + (1 − u2 (k, l))f2C (k, l).

(6)

3.1.3 Scenario 3: {OC, C, D}
Following the previous reasoning, in the OC–C–D scenario—where l adopt OC, k adopt C
and (Z − k − l) adopt D—the probability that an agent with strategy OC loses a game can be
given by
)
)(
(
M−2 l+k−1 Z−k−l
∑
N−1−i
i
.
u3 (k, l) =
(7)
( Z−1 )
i=0

N−1

In this case, using l = u3 (k, l) ⋅ l , the effective number of agents playing as SC will be
given by l′ and the effective number of agents playing as C is k + l − l�. Thus, we have
�

f3X (k, l) = f1X (l� , k + l − l� ).

(8)

The fitness of an agent playing OC can be written as

f3OC (k, l) = u3 (k, l)f3SC (k, l) + (1 − u3 (k, l))f3C (k, l).
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3.2 3‑strategy game dynamics
The previous fitness functions convey the average payoff pertaining to each strategy. With
those quantities we are able to analyze the evolutionary dynamics of strategy adoption, assuming that, at each moment in time, the most successful strategies have a higher probability of
being adopted through social learning (e.g., imitation) [65]. In general, we assume that an
agent with strategy X will imitate an agent with strategy Y with a probability given by the sigmoid function pX,Y [73] defined as

pX,Y = (1 + e𝛽(fX −fY ) )−1 ,

(10)

where 𝛽 is the selection intensity, controlling how dependent is the imitation process on
the fitness differences and often used to better fit experimental data with theoretical predictions [52, 83]. We use 𝛽 = 1 in our analysis: 𝛽 ≪ 1 corresponds to the so-called limit of
weak selection, assuming that payoffs have almost no influence on the imitation process;
𝛽 ≫ 1 corresponds to strong selection, reducing imitation to a semi-deterministic process
where any (small) difference in fitness leads to a sizable effect on imitation probabilities
[73]. By using 𝛽 = 1 we focus on an intermediate regime where fitness impacts imitation
while allowing for stochastic effects associated with errors (e.g., in assessing others’ fitness
values).
The probability that one agent with strategy Y adopts strategy X, from a configuration in
which k agents adopt X, l adopt strategy Y and (Z − k − l) adopt W is given by

TY→X (k, l) = (1 − 𝜇)

l k
l
p +𝜇 ,
Z Z − 1 Y,X
2Z

(11)

where we add a mutation term 𝜇. This setup assumes that with probability (1 − 𝜇) agents
resort to social learning and with probability (𝜇) to exploration—i.e., randomly adopting
any strategy [58, 63, 72]. Likewise, the probability that one less agent adopts strategy X, by
adopting strategy Y, is given by

TX→Y (k, l) = (1 − 𝜇)

k l
k
p +𝜇 .
Z Z − 1 X,Y
2Z

(12)

We are now able to define a Markov Chain where each state corresponds to a particular
combination of three strategies (or two strategies, as in Fig. 1 below) and where transition
probabilities between adjacent states are given by Eqs. (11) and (12). As the corresponding
Markov Chain is irreducible (whenever 𝜇 > 0), its stationary distribution is unique (and
independent of initial conditions), conveying the information about the long-term behavior
of this chain (limiting and occupancy distribution) [35]. The stationary distribution represented in vector 𝝅 = [𝜋s ] thus translates the long-run fraction of the time the system spends
in each state s = (k, l)—where k X agents, l Y agents and ( Z − l − k ) W agents exist. This
distribution is calculated as 𝝅 = 𝝅T , where T is the transition matrix constructed resorting
to the transition probabilities analogous to Eqs. (11) and (12), such that
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T(k,l)→(k−1,l+1) = TX→Y (k, l)
T(k,l)→(k+1,l−1) = TY→X (k, l)
T(k,l)→(k+1,l) = TW→X (k, l)
T(k,l)→(k−1,l) = TX→W (k, l)
(13)

T(k,l)→(k,l+1) = TW→Y (k, l)
T(k,l)→(k,l−1) = TY→W (k, l)
∑
T(k,l)→(k,l) = 1 −

Ti→j (k, l)

i,j∈{X,Y,W},i≠j

T(x,y)→(w,z) = 0, otherwise.
A similar stationary distribution can be obtained through simulations, yet that would
require intensive computational resources to obtain numerically precise results (as performed in Sect. 3.3 for an enlarged strategy space). Regarding the complexity of such
simulations, see [30]. Our analytic approach (also recently used in [57] and, for example,
[77]) has the advantage of providing an expedite intuition on the origins of such distributions through the so-called gradients of selection, whose numerical calculation would also
require extensive simulations covering all possible population states (e.g., see [58]). The
gradient of selection portrays, for each configuration, the most likely evolutionary path.
These gradients of selection read as

G(k, l) = (TX+ (k, l) − TX− (k, l), TY+ (k, l) − TY− (k, l)),

(14)

where, as an example, TX+ and TX− are the probabilities of having one more/less agent adopting strategy X, which are calculated as

TX+ (k, l) = TY→X (k, l) + TW→X (k, l)

(15)

TX− (k, l) = TX→Y (k, l) + TX→W (k, l)

(16)

and

Using these tools, in the top panels of Figs. 1, 2 and 3 we represent the gradient of selection (streamlines); in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 and the background of the simplexes in
Figs. 2 and 3 we represent the stationary distribution(s).

3.3 Agent‑based simulations
The analytic model previously presented provides important insights about the dynamics of
outcome-based strategies in CRD. The analytic expressions for the average payoff obtained
by each strategy (Eqs. 1–9) can be easily written as we limit the number of strategies to
three. Similarly, we can effortlessly write the transition probabilities between strategic configurations (Eqs. 11–13) as we constrain our analysis to a 2-dimensional space. An analytical study of the population dynamics with more strategies would imply alternative methods
[78]. In reality, however, the set of strategies studied so far (OC, SC, C, D) represents
a sample from a larger strategy space. We can conceive a general conditional strategy in
CRD as 3-bit tuple, based on all the combinations of actions and outcomes. As represented
in Table 1, this results in eight possible strategies. Limiting the space of strategies considered can introduce non-trivial biases in the obtained results [17]. To test whether strategy
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𝜎[2]: Play? D
& Lost

𝜎[1]: Play? D & 𝜎[0]: Cooperate?
Won

40

𝜎 , Strategy

0 (No)

0

0 (Defect)

0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1 (Yes)
1
0
0
1
1

1 (Cooperate)
0
1
0
1
0
1

1 (SC)
2
3 (OC)
4
5
6 (D)
7 (C)

A strategy (𝜎 ) is here seen as a 3-bit string. The first (least significant,
𝜎[0]) bit represents Cooperation (1) or Defection (0) when a game
is accepted. The second bit (𝜎[1]) codifies group acceptance when a
Defector is identified in the group and a game was previously won.
As before, one means accepting to take part in the group while zero
means rejection. The third (most significant, 𝜎[2]) bit codifies acceptance/rejection when a Defector is identified in the group and a game
was previously lost. We assume that a game is always accepted if no
Defector is identified in the group. The last column of this table shows
the strategy in a decimal format, where we also name the four strategies comprehensively analyzed in the analytic model (Sect. 3.1)

OC remains prevalent when the full repertoire of strategies is considered, we run agentbased simulations as fully described in Algorithm 1. As before, agents revise their behaviors through social learning [65], yet having now a wider spectrum of available strategies.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the main simulation cycle, exemplifying a
single run, r. σi represents the strategy of agent i. The strategy can be
seen as a length 3 bit string and, to simplify notation, codified in an integer
between 0 and 7; σ[0] represents the least significant bit and σ[2] the most
significant; si is a flag indicating whether agent i has had success in the
last played game (si = 1 indicates success and si = 0 unsuccess); gr , cr , ar
and mr keep track of the i) total number of groups sampled to play a game
in a run r, ii) total number of cooperative acts in run r, iii) total number
of groups in which all agents accept to play and iv) total number of group
that play and that achieve the threshold M (thereby having collective
success). Finally, X ∼ U (a, b) represents an integer randomly sampled,
from the set {a, a + 1, ..., b}, assuming a uniform probability distribution.
X ∼ U (0, 1) represents the standard uniform continuous distribution, from
which a real number between 0 and 1 is sampled. For the reported results,
we considered Gens=25000 and a number of samples to calculate fitness
of S = 5 times the population size Z. Also, Fig. 6 represents the average
over 100 runs.
Initialize: σi ← X ∼ U (0, 7), si = 1, gr = 0, cr = 0, ar = 0 and mr = 0
for t ← 1 to Gens do
for j ← 1 to Z do
/* Sample two agents from the population
A ← X ∼ U (1, Z) (agent to update)
B ← X ∼ U (1, Z), A = B (model agent)
if X ∼ U (0, 1) < µ then Mutation:
σA ← X ∼ U (0, 7)

*/

else Imitation:
fA ← fitness(A)
fB ← fitness(B)
−1
prob ← 1 + e−β(fB −fA )
if X ∼ U (0, 1) < prob then
σA ← σB

Function fitness(i):
f itness = 0
for j ← 1 to SZ do Calculate fitness as the average payoff in many games, S×Z:
gr = gr + 1
1. Sample randomly N − 1 agents to form group G and play with i.
2. Calculate nD , the number of defective agents.
3. Check if everyone accepts playing in the group G, using Eq.(17); each of
the nD Defectors is identified with probability q; agent k accepts to play in
group G with probability p(nD ). If the game is accepted ar = ar + 1,
cr = cr + N − nD and proceed to step 4. Otherwise, everyone gets 0 and the
main cycle continues to iteration j + 1:
p(nD ) = (σi [2](1−si )+σi [1](si ))(1−(1−q)nD −(1−σi [0]) )+(1−q)nD −(1−σi [0])
4. Check if collective success is achieved; success occurs if the number of
cooperators is equal or higher than M . Update f itness according to:
if N − nD ≥ M then Success:
mr = mr + 1
foreach k in G do
sk = 1
if σi [0] = 1 then i is a Cooperator:
f itness = f itness + b − c
else
f itness = f itness + b
else Unsuccess:
if σi [0] = 1 then i is a Cooperator:
f itness = f itness − p − c
else
f itness = f itness − p
return

f itness
SZ

End Function

We also underline that, in the simulations, we account for the fact that a Defector
may not always be promptly identified. We assume that a Defector is only identified
with a probability q. This said, the probability that a game is accepted by an agent
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Symbol

Meaning

N

Group size

b
c
M
r
𝜇
𝛽
Z
p
q

Endowment
Contribution of cooperators
Min number of cooperators for collective success
Risk
Mutation/exploration probability
Selection intensity
Population size
Penalty incurred with collective failure
Probability of identifying a defector

Fig. 1  2-strategy dynamics of OC, C or SC against D. The top panels represent the gradient of selection
(the most plausible evolutionary path; when above the horizontal xx axis, it is more likely that cooperators—C, OC or SC—spread; below the horizontal axis, it is more likely that D spreads; this way, arrows
on top of the xx axis represent the most likely direction of evolution). The bottom panels represent the stationary distribution, i.e., the long-run fraction of the time the system spends in each state. We test different
dilemmas: M = 1 (a), M = 3 (b) and M = 5 (c). For M = 1 (a), OC and C are equivalent, as only one cooperator is needed to have collective success and thus an OC agent is always successful and always accepts to
play with D—thus behaving as a C. The differences between OC and C become evident for higher M (e.g.,
M = 3, panel b). For a strict dilemma where a lot of cooperators are required for collective success ( M = 5,
panel c), we can observe that strategy C (black curves) is unable to invade a population of Ds; strategy SC
(red curves) has, for all k, a higher probability of being adopted than Ds, leading to a high prevalence of
SC (portrayed by the red distribution skewed to the right, in the bottom panels), which is supported by the
positive gradient of selection. Finally, strategy OC (blue curves) is able to invade the population of Ds and
stabilize a configuration in which OCs and Ds co-exist. Parameters used: r = 1, 𝜇 = 0.01, N = 8, b = 10,
c = 2, Z = 100, p = 2, q = 1 (Color figure online)

A that only accepts playing in groups where Defectors are not identified is given by
(1 − q)nD −(1−𝜎i [0]) , where nD is the total number of Defectors in the group and (1 − 𝜎i [0])
accounts for the fact that agent A may itself be one of the Defectors (𝜎i [0] = 1 if the
agent is a Cooperator). All together, the probability that an agent i with strategy 𝜎i
accepts to take part in a group is given by,
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Fig. 2  3-strategy dynamics between D, SC and OC strategies. In the top panels we portray the gradient of
selection (streamlines pointing out the most likely direction of evolution) and stationary distribution (background grayscale; the darker, the more time is spent in that state). The vertices of the simplexes represent
configurations in which only one strategy exists in the population (label close to the corresponding vertex).
The edges correspond to configurations in which two strategies co-exist and the interior of the simplexes
comprises the configurations where three strategies co-exit. The information regarding the stationary distribution is summarized in the bottom panels, where we represent the average usage of all strategies (i.e., the
frequency of strategies in each population configuration weighted by the probability of being on that state).
a When D, SC and OC co-exist and M is low, the defective strategy prevails. For high M = 4 (panel b) and
M = 6 (panel c), however, most of time is spent in states where OC is highly prevalent. Parameters: r = 1,
𝜇 = 0.01, N = 8, b = 10, c = 2, p = 2, Z = 100, q = 1

Fig. 3  3-strategy dynamics between D, C and OC strategies. The interpretation of these plots follows
Fig. 2. We can observe that, when D, C and OC co-exist and M is high, a lot of time is spent in states with
high prevalence of C and OC. Parameters: r = 1, 𝜇 = 0.01, N = 8, b = 10, c = 5, p = 2, Z = 100, q = 1
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(𝜎i [2](1 − si ) + 𝜎i [1](si ))(1 − (1 − q)nD −(1−𝜎i [0]) ) + (1 − q)nD −(1−𝜎i [0])

40

(17)

where si is a flag indicating if agent i won (si = 1) or lost (si = 0) the previous played game,
and 𝜎[i] is the bit i of strategy 𝜎 , as represented in Table 1.
Table 2 summarizes the notation used. As we will see next, the simulations performed
confirm that, whenever defectors can be identified in a group (relatively high q, q > 0.1),
cooperation can emerge and be stable through the high prevalence of strategies OC and C.

4 Theoretical results
Here we show the results of studying the model previously introduced, with the goal of
clarifying the advantages of strategy OC over SC (or C) in the long-run. Intuitively, a strategy SC—only preferring to play with cooperative partners—would have all the ingredients
to constitute a desirable behavior, from the individual point of view. In fact, by comparing
the 2-strategy dynamics of strategies C, OC and SC against D, we can evince (Fig. 1) that
SC is the strategy in a better position to invade and fixate in a population composed by the
selfish agents D. The results in Fig. 1 portray the gradient of selection (top) and the stationary distribution (bottom) when considering that only two strategies are present in the population. This analysis nicely characterizes the competition between cooperators (C, SC and
OC) and unconditional Defectors (D), missing however the potentially important interplay
among cooperative strategies. The 2-strategy dynamics—along the edges of a 3-dimensional simplex—can be obtained resorting to the 3-strategy models presented. Namely, (1)
the dynamics of strategy C against D was obtained from Scenario 1 (Sect. 3.1.1) considering k = 0 (SC absent from the population), (2) the dynamics of strategy SC against D was
obtained from Scenario 1 considering l = 0 (C absent from the population) and finally, (3)
the dynamics of strategy OC against D was obtained from Scenario 2 (Sect. 3.1.2) considering k = 0 (SC absent from the population).
In Fig. 1 we show that SC is the strategy allowing the higher prevalence of cooperators
(for the scenario N = 8, b = 10, c = 2, p = 2). This occurs as SC prevents the exploitation from D agents, by refusing to take part in groups with defectors. This way, defectors
are unable to achieve the benefits of collective success in any possible group. The unconditional cooperators (C) obtain less payoff than defectors when taking part in successful
groups in which a defector also has the benefit of collective success, yet without contributing to that endeavor. OC constitutes a middle point between the two strategies: Whenever
few cooperators exist, OC is unable to take part in successful groups and thus behaves as
SC. When success is easier to be achieved—given the increased number of cooperators—
OC is willing to play with D partners, thus recovering from the strictness of SC that con+
−
close to 0) when the pop− TSC
demns this strategy to a very low fitness (and gradient TSC
ulation is composed by half of cooperators and half of defectors (k = 50). We also observe
that SC always leads to full cooperation, even if that is not necessary to guarantee high
levels of group achievement (i.e., obtaining M cooperators per group to obtain success). As
Fig. 1c conveys, OC, on the other hand, allows for an efficient co-existence of D and OC
that maintains high levels of group achievement at lower contribution cost.
The point is now to know how does SC behave when a third strategy (OC) is introduced
in the SC-D dynamics. The effect of considering an OC–SC–D dynamics can be apprehended in Fig. 2. We can realize that, by introducing strategy OC in a population of SCs
and Ds, most of the time will be spent in states with a high prevalence of OC. In fact, OCs
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are able to constitute a stable strategy that concedes the existence of a small fraction of Ds,
while reaping the benefits of playing in groups that achieve collective success (even if they
have some D partners, less than N − M ). The streamlines in Fig. 2 show that SC dominates
D (vectors in the bottom edge of the simplexes) and there is a co-existence between D and
OC (left edges of the simplexes). This was precisely the conclusion in Fig. 1. However, in
the interior of the simplexes (when three strategies co-exist and for high M, panels b and c)
the gradients point, in a large fraction of configurations, right and upwards, which indicates
a higher probability that OC successively replaces D and SC.
When C, OC and D are considered, we also observe a high prevalence of OC (Fig. 3).
For M = 6 (panel b, Fig. 3), we notice a cycling dynamics: OCs are needed to initially
punish Ds and open space for the evolution of Cs; when strategy D vanishes, C becomes
advantageous compared with OC, as the adopters of this strategy manage to take part in
more successful groups than OCs—which, with some probability, still refuse to play in
groups with Ds. With the increased number of successful groups, OCs will increasingly
play as C, making these two strategies almost neutral, i.e., receiving a very close fitness.
Whenever Cs replace OCs, the barriers for the subsequent invasion of Ds are alleviated.
This way, the fraction of D agents increases, which, again, evidences the advantages of OC
over C and opens space for the re-invasion of OC players.
In Fig. 4, we observe that the advantages of OC over SC are augmented (or exist) for
low c. Contrarily, OC tends to be more prevalent than C when c is high. In general, we
verify that OC profits from high M (Fig. 5).
The previous analysis and results assumed the co-existence of three strategies (maximum) and we focused our attention in the combinations OC–C–D and OC–SC–D. As
pointed before and evidenced in Table 1, those triples of strategies correspond to a sample from a larger strategy space. However, through simulations following Algorithm 1, we
confirm the high prevalence of strategy OC, even in an enlarged strategy space. In Fig. 6
we show that, whenever q (the probability of identifying a Defector) is high enough, cooperation emerges even in CRDs with high M. In this case, cooperation is supported by a
co-existence of unconditional cooperators (C, black graph on Fig. 6a and b) and outcomebased cooperators (OC, blue). Naturally, cooperation requires higher q to emerge if c—
the cost of cooperating—is also higher (Fig. 6 right panels, b and d). We shall highlight
that, when the simulations reported in Fig. 6 are repeated only considering unconditional
cooperation (C) and unconditional defection (D)—i.e., in the absence of partner-selection
strategies—cooperation and group success vanish, similarly to what is observed for q ≈ 0.

5 User studies
The previous theoretical results shed light on the evolutionary advantages of outcomebased partner selection on CRDs. Those results inform about the ultimate causes of adopting such strategies, also allowing to infer the long-term dynamics of cooperation and coordination in human and human–agent hybrid populations [11, 46, 64]. Notwithstanding, we
confirm that humans employ outcome-based strategies when playing CRDs with agents
for a short period of time. Here we describe the game used to perform such experiments
(For The Record). For the sake of completeness, we recover the experimental analysis proposed in [9] and discuss the obtained results from the perspective of partner selection in
CRD. These results served as inspiration to perform the theoretical analysis presented in
the previous sections. In turn, a new set of online experiments were designed from scratch
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Fig. 4  The advantages of OC over SC are more evident for low c, that is, whenever cooperation requires
paying less costs (panels a and c). Contrarily, the advantages of OC over C are more evident for high c
(panels b and d). In both cases, higher M favors OC, which here can be observed by comparing M = 4
(panels a and b), with M = 6 (panels c and d). The vertical dashed lines represent the scenarios tested in
Fig. 5, where we further analyze the effect of varying M; we focus on the cost configurations that favor OC,
namely low c for Scenario 1 (OC–SC–D) and high cost for Scenario 2 (C, SC, D). Other parameters: r = 1,
μ = 0.01, N = 7, Z = 100, p = 2, b = 10, q = 1
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Fig. 5  The advantages of OC are (in general) more evident for high M, that is, the situations in which is the
collective goal requires more cooperators. For the extreme case N = M , we find that SC is slightly more
prevalent than OC. Here we depict the effect of M for values of cost c where OC prevails (following Fig. 4;
dashed vertical lines show the values of M explored in Fig. 4). Other parameters: r = 1, μ = 0.01, N = 7,
Z = 100, p = 2, b = 10, c = 2 (left panel, a) and c = 5 (right panel, b), q = 1
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Fig. 6  Results of agent-based simulations, following Algorithm 1. Top panels (a and b) represent the prevalence of strategies as a function of q, the probability of identifying a defector. The strategies represented
follow the configuration of bits detailed in Table 1, which, to ease readability, we reproduce in the inset legend. Bottom panels (c and d) represent the resulting cooperation (black), success (red) and game acceptance
frequencies (blue). We can observe that defective strategies (represented on the right side of the legend)
prevail when q is low. As we are focusing on the scenario of high M = 6, achieving cooperation requires a
challenging coordination effort from the cooperators. This is naturally alleviated if Defectors can be identified in the population. As q increases, cooperation increases at the expense of a higher adoption of strategies C and OC. We confirm that OC is a highly prevalent strategy—being only slightly less adopted than
C—even considering the possible co-existence of the full space of strategies represented in Table 1. These
results represent the average over 100 runs of simulating the code in Algorithm 1 for 25,000 generations.
Other parameters: N = 7, μ = 0.01, M = 6, Z = 100, p = 2, b = 10 (Color figure online)

to validate the theoretical conclusions. Below we also present those experiments and the
obtained results.

5.1 For the Record
For the Record is a game based on an iterated public goods dilemma, also containing some
additional ludic elements added to its design such as a musical theme and having players
roll dice to determine the outcomes of actions [9, 10]. Players assume the role of musicians that form a band together with the goal of recording and selling successful albums.
Each player has two skills, instrument and marketing, that are used for distinct actions during the game and can be upgraded in the beginning of each new round. To maximize the
chances of an album to be successful, players can spend skill points on their respective
instrument—increasing the number of dice they role when determining their contribution
to the band’s collective ability (i.e., the sum of all players’ contributions in one round). For
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an album to be considered successful, its quality must surpass a threshold value, which is
also determined by dice rolling. The threshold represents a collective risk for the band as
albums that fail to surpass it are considered failures and players are unable to make any
profit out of them. If an album is successful, the gains of each player are determined by
throwing the accumulated number of dice in marketing skills. This way, the decision of a
player involves a dilemma that opposes group success—more likely when investments in
instrument skills occur—and individual success —that increases with investment in personal marketing skills.
In the first user study, players played a version of the For the Record game in the presence of two robots as teammates; in the follow-up study, participants played an online version of the game with two artificial agents. In both settings, the total amount of rounds/
albums was set to 5. Players start the game with both skills, instrument and marketing, at
level 1, which means in the first round they can roll only 1 die to improve the album or to
determine their own profit through personal marketing (assuming the album achieved success), respectively. At the start of each round, each player first decides to invest 1 die (6
faces) to improve the level of either the instrument or the marketing skill. Therefore, in the
last round, a player may reach up to level 5 in one of the two skills, according to her investment decision. An album achieves success if its final value surpasses a threshold, given by
rolling 2 dice with 20 faces for the first three rounds and 3 dice with 20 faces in the last
two rounds. This increase in difficulty is communicated to the player as the band deciding
to transition to the international market. The value of the album is given by the sum of
throwing all dice invested by the 3 players. If the album achieves success, each individual
will earn a profit that is determined by multiplying the result of throwing the dice invested
in marketing by 1000$. In the last round, the expected payoff of an individual that always
Defects (and assuming that, nonetheless, the album achieved success) is 3.5 × 5 = 17.5. A
player that always cooperates receives 3.5 in the last round (as the level of his marketing
skill was never improved). The dilemma lies in the difference between these payoffs: those
that chose the first option (defect) will make the most profit but will hurt the band’s capability of making successful albums consistently. This way, while payoff is only realized
when an album’s quality reaches a minimum threshold, the pressure to free-ride—defecting and relying on others’ contributions to increase the album’s quality — is high (as in
the CRD). We shall also note that we need at least 2 cooperators (out of 3 players) in the
group ( M = 2), for the expected value of the album—given by throwing all dice invested
in instrument skills by the cooperators— to surpass the expected value of the threshold in
the last round—given by throwing three dice with twenty faces. The cost of cooperating
is expected to be c = 14 (b = 17.5; b − c = 3.5 and thereby 17.5 − c = 3.5). This way, we
tested high expected values of c and M, relatively to b and N: c∕b = 0.8 and M∕N = 0.66.
Finally, the band has a fixed upper limit on the amount of albums that can fail. If such
limit is reached, then the band collapses, causing the game to end prematurely and all the
players lose their accumulated profits. This catastrophe condition reinforces the need for
collaboration. Even if framed within a specific context, the nature of this dilemma is general enough to capture the non-linear (and uncertain) nature of many human collective
endeavors [53].

5.2 Human–robot experiments
We experimentally tested For the Record using a 3-players setting, in which two robotic
agents played with a human player. The goal was not only to compare how people perceive
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Fig. 7  Behavioral experiments on partner selection grouped by conditions, i.e., if collective goals were
achieved in the last round (winning) or not (losing). The results suggest that cooperative partners (yellow
bars) are only preferred whenever collective success is not achieved. In winning configurations, humans
select the cooperative or defective opponents almost alike (Color figure online)

robotic partners—which apply different strategies to play this collaborative game—but also
to evaluate which of such partners would people select for future partnerships. In particular, one of the robots (the collaborator) unconditionally opted to cooperate (adopting strategy C, see Table 1), whilst the other one (the defector) unconditionally opted to defect
(adopting strategy D). Although we have hypothesized that different outcomes would lead
to different perceptions of the team and its members, we expected individuals to reveal a
significant preference for the cooperator robot.
The user study was conducted at a company facility where 70 participants with ages
ranging from 22 to 63 ( M = 34.6, SD = 11.557) were recruited. The task lasted for 30 min
and consisted of (1) a briefing, (2) the game with the robotic players and (3) a survey. The
dice rolls were scripted to manipulate the outcome of the game using a between-subjects
design, which could either result in a winning or losing outcome. To assess how participants perceived the team and the robotic partners, several measures were applied (e.g.,
trust, attribution of responsibility, social attributes). Moreover, participants were asked to
select one of the two robotic partners, the cooperator or the defector, for a hypothetical
future game.
The findings regarding partner selection revealed a significant association between
the preferred robot and the game result (𝜒 2 (1) = 14.339, p < 0.001, 𝜙c = 0.453).
Further analysis of the same preferences across conditions (see Fig. 7) showed that
the cooperator is significantly preferred over the defector after losing the game
(𝜒 2 (1) = 31.114, p < 0.01, r = 0.889). However, no significant difference was found in the
partner selection after winning the game (𝜒 2 (1) = 1.400, p = 0.237, r = 0.040). A detailed
description and discussion of the remaining measures is presented in [9]. These findings
inspired us to develop the aforementioned evolutionary game theoretical model to interpret
the advantages of selecting cooperative partners only when a previous game was lost.

5.3 Online experiments
In order to check if the results obtained in the the evolutionary model (that a predominant
strategy for our game is to pick team members depending on previous outcomes) match
those of a scenario with real users, we conducted an online user study. The following
hypotheses were considered:
• H1: The more defectors a team has, the less players are willing to join it.
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• H2: Players who lost a previous CRD are more willing to join a team with no defectors—compared with those that previously achieved success in a CRD.
• H3: Players who won a previous CRD are more willing to join a team which has defectors—compared with those that were previously unsuccessful in a CRD.

To test these hypotheses, participants played For the Record alongside two AI agents. Similarly to the experiment using robots, one of the agents was a pure cooperator (played for
the benefit of the band in all rounds) and the other was a pure defector (played for his own
benefit in all rounds). We again scripted the result of the dice rolls so that the outcome of
the game played (i.e., win or loss) by each participant was manipulated. In the end, we
checked the participants’ tolerance to defectors by measuring, on a 7-point Likert scale,
their willingness to join three different hypothetical teams of two players (with zero, one
and two defectors). When describing these hypothetical teams, we only showed how the
team’s players acted in a previous game session. The questions approaching this measure
were modeled as:
Just by knowing how the other two players in each team invested their skill points in a
previous session of For the Record, please indicate (from 1 to 7) how much you would like
to join the following hypothetical teams:
• Player 1: Invested 4 points in the [Marketing/Instrument] skill.
• Player 2: Invested 4 points in the [Marketing/Instrument] skill.

The procedure used throughout the online experiments is detailed in the following section.

5.3.1 Experimental procedure
In the beginning, participants read a tutorial on how to play For the Record. The tutorial
included a detailed description of the rules presented in Sect. 5.1 along with the actions
which could be taken throughout the game. Illustrative examples displaying the game’s
interface elements were also added to ease comprehension.
After going through the tutorial, participants completed a quiz which aimed to check
their comprehension of how to play. They could not advance until they answered the quiz
questions correctly. The quiz included questions such as “How many players will play the
game For the Record, including yourself?”. Next to completing the quiz, they played the
game with two AI agents as described in the beginning of this session. When participants
finished playing the game, they were asked to complete a questionnaire.
In the end, participants received a monetary reward ($4). This reward was given regardless of the obtained outcome while playing. The mean time spent by each participant while
doing our experiment was 36.8 min. This time included ≈ 15 min for the tutorial and quiz,
≈10 min for completing the game and ≈ 15 min for the final survey.

5.3.2 Sample
Our experiment was executed resorting to the crowdsourcing website Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) [50].2 From MTurk, we extracted data from 90 participants. The validity of the

2

https://www.mturk.com/.
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Fig. 8  Willingness to join a team according to the number of defectors on the team (within-subjects factor) and the previous outcome (between-subject factor) obtained by the participant. Error bars are the 95%
confidence intervals of the means. The marks *, **, and *** represent p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001,
respectively. Different charts group the information differently. a Estimated marginal means computed by
Mixed ANOVA with a significant interaction effect between the within-subjects and the between-subjects
factors, p < 0.001. b Comparisons between the previous outcomes across different number of defectors on
the team. c Comparisons between different number of defectors on the team across the levels of the previous outcome

data was approached by asking participants two questions aimed to test their attention
(“How many albums the band must fail in order to collapse?” and “How many dice are
rolled for the international market?”), and four questions aimed to check if our manipulation of the agents’ strategies was perceived (such as “How many times did [one of the
AI Players] upgrade the [instrument/marketing] skill?”). After removing non-valid entries
(participants who did not answer correctly to either the questions which checked their
attention or their knowledge about the game presented in the beginning of the section),
only 41 participants remained. 26 of the participants were male (63.41%). The participants’
ages ranged from 22 to 60 ( M = 38.195, SD = 9.357).

5.3.3 Results
In order to assert our hypotheses, we run a Mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the
willingness to join a team with the number of defectors as the within-subjects factor and
the previous outcome of the participant as the between-subjects factor.
There was a statistically significant main effect of the previous outcome on the willingness to join a hypothetical team ( F(1, 39) = 9.994, p = 0.003, r = 0.452). Participants that won a previous game reported higher willingness to join another
team ( M = 3.909, SD = 0.511), compared to participants that lost a previous game
( M = 3.404, SD = 0.510). There was also a significant main effect of the number of defectors ( F(2, 78) = 164.020, p < 0.001). As the number of defectors on the hypothetical
teams increases (i.e., 0, 1, and 2), the reported willingness to join those teams decreases
( M = 6.147, SD = 1.140;M = 3.154, SD = 1.313;M = 1.397, SD = 1.012, respectively).
Furthermore, we found a significant interaction effect between the previous outcome of the
participant and the number of defectors (Fig. 8a, F(2, 78) = 10.085, p < 0.001).
To break down this interaction, two contrasts were performed: (1) comparing each
level of the previous outcome across teams with different number of defectors, using
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Mann-Whitney U tests; and (2) comparing the number of defectors across each level of
previous outcome, using Friedman’s ANOVA tests.
In the first contrast analysis (Fig. 8b), there was a significant difference of the previous outcome of the participant for teams with 0
and
and
1
defectors
(U = 138.000, Z = −2.314, p = 0.021, r = 0.361
U = 68.500, Z = −3.765, p < 0.001, r = 0.588, respectively). When evaluating the
willingness to join a team with zero defectors, participants that won a previous game
reported lower levels ( M = 6.045, SD = 1.135) compared to participants that lost
a previous game ( M = 6.789, SD = 1.133). However, for the willingness to join a
team with one defector, participants that won a previous game reported higher levels ( M = 4.045, SD = 1.309) compared to participants that lost a previous game
( M = 2.263, SD = 1.308). Regarding teams with two defectors, we did not find a significant difference between participants that previously won ( M = 1.636, SD = 1.008) and
lost ( M = 1.158, SD = 1.007).
In the second contrast analysis (Fig. 8c), we found a significant difference
between the three levels of defectors on the team (i.e., 0, 1, and 2) in the group of participants that previously won a game (𝜒 2 (2) = 34.400, p < 0.001). Post-hoc analyses using the Wilcoxon Ranks tests allowed for further pairwise comparisons.
The willingness to join a team with 1 defector was lower than with 0 defectors
( Z = −2.752, p = 0.006, r = 0.587), as well as the willingness to join a team with 2
defectors was lower than both with 1 defector ( Z = −3.876, p < 0.001, r = 0.826) and
with 0 defectors ( Z = −3.982, p < 0.001, r = 0.849). In the group of participants that
previously lost the game, we also found a significant difference between the three levels of defectors on the team (𝜒 2 (2) = 32.380, p < 0.001). Similarly to the previous
group, the willingness to join a team with 1 defector was lower than with 0 defectors
( Z = −3.848, p < 0.001, r = 0.883), as well as the willingness to join a team with 2 defectors was lower than both with 1 defector ( Z = −2.980, p = 0.003, r = 0.684) and with 0
defectors ( Z = −4.184, p < 0.001, r = 0.960).
Overall, these results mostly support our three hypotheses. Firstly, the significant main
effect of the number of defectors on the willingness to join a team validated H1. Indeed,
as the number of defectors on a team increased, the willingness to join it decreased. This
result also highlights that the number of defectors is an important consideration when joining a new team. Secondly, H2 was also validated based on the significant difference of the
previous outcome on the willingness to join a team without defectors, which was indeed
higher for participants that lost a previous game compared to participants that won. Finally,
H3 was only partially verified. Although participants that won a previous game were more
willing to join a team with one defector compared to participants that lost, no similar significant difference was found for joining teams with two defectors. On the one hand, a
positive outcome can indeed positively influence the tolerance to have one defector on the
team. On the other hand, however, this effect may disappear when the number of defectors
is too high.
Interestingly, when analyzing the same results on a different perspective, by grouping
participants according to their previous outcome, additional conclusions can also be drawn.
The difference between the willingness to join a team with zero defectors and a team with
one defector is much more salient in the group that lost the previous game than within
the group that won (i.e., effect sizes of r = 0.883 and r = 0.587, respectively). This difference emphasizes how previous outcomes influence the predisposition to tolerate defectors.
In particular, how losers assert a preference for a team without defectors, while winners
become more lenient in the same choices.
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An important remark of our user study, for the purpose of generalizing the current findings, is the fact that participants have partnered with exactly one defector in the previous
game. Further studies should analyze if similar results also occur after playing a CRD with
zero or more than one defector on the team.

6 Conclusion and discussion
Here we explore partner selection in collective risk dilemmas (CRDs). In the context of
prisoner’s dilemmas [19] or public goods games [24, 40], previous studies found that introducing strategies that refuse playing with defectors opens space for cooperative strategies
to invade the previously stable defective equilibria. In CRDs, a new component is introduced: group success or failure in achieving the collective goals. It is thereby unclear which
strategies are more efficient in promoting cooperation, given that they can be conditioned
on (1) the strategies of opponents in the group or (2) previous success or failure experience.
Resorting to an evolutionary game theoretical model, we test a strategy (that we called OC,
Outcome-based Cooperator, cooperating and only accepting to play with defectors when
group success was achieved previously) in comparison with the unconditional Cooperator
strategy (C), the unconditional Defector strategy (D) and the Strict Cooperator strategy
(SC)—that cooperates but only accepts playing with other cooperators, regardless previous game outcomes. We find that OC can be more prevalent than C and SC, preventing
the invasion of defectors and, at the same time, conceding to play in group configurations
that, despite having a few defectors, can nonetheless manage to achieve group success. To
further confirm the success and usage of OC-like strategies, we resort to human–robot and
human–agent experiments, which allows controlling agents behavior and explicitly test
a cooperative and defective artificial partner. After the game, we ask the human subjects
whether they would prefer teams only with cooperators or with some defectors, to play
with in the future. Humans reveal significantly more tolerance for groups with one defector when winning a previous CRD. In summary, answering to the initial posed questions,
outcome-based cooperation in CRD seems to be both efficient in promoting cooperation
and likely to be used by human subjects.
The theoretical model proposed allows studying three co-existing strategies in the
population. We focus on studying OC in comparison with C and D (the traditional strategies studied in the context of CRD [53]) and SC (the strategy only accepting to play with
cooperators that, intuitively, should have had the highest prevalence). Notwithstanding,
even keeping binary actions (C and D), strategies can become increasingly complex by
discriminating based on the number of cooperators in the group [76], or by stressing all
combinations of strategy avoidance and actions played [49]. We further resorted to agentbased simulations in order to confirm that these analytic insights remain valid when assuming an enlarged space of strategies, considering, e.g., strategies that only accept playing
with cooperators and yet decide to defect—a malicious version of OC. We confirmed that
OC becomes widely adopted—at par with C—when the full repertoire of strategies is
considered.
We shall underline that, in the present work, we are mainly concerned with analyzing the advantages of an outcome-based strategy like OC against strategies C, D or SC.
We do this comparison assuming that both discriminatory strategies (SC and OC) have
access to the same level of information. This way, we assume, as a baseline, that all
agents are able to anticipate accurately the action used by at least one defector, using
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this information to decide taking part—or not—in a group. Future approaches may combine CRD with models of reputation that allow anticipating the strategies of opponents
resorting to reputations [59], commitments [24, 26], intention recognition [25, 27] or
even more complex agent architectures [14]. Notwithstanding, through simulations, we
also investigate the role of failing to identify Defectors, by considering that those agents
are only identified with a probability q. We confirmed that q plays an important role in
eliciting cooperation. Nonetheless, our results indicate that even for relatively low identification probabilities (e.g., one in ten possible detections of defectors) there is a high
prevalence of outcome-based cooperative strategies as also shown in the experimental
results.
The strategy space considered in our base model is constrained to focus on (memory-1)
outcome-based partner selection. It is also possible to conceive, however, an enlarged strategy space allowing both (1) group participation and (2) action selection to be dependent
on (i) the history of previous outcomes and (ii) anticipated strategies in the group. Previous works focus on action discrimination [49] (also with larger memory spans [29]) in the
context of linear public goods games. We focus on memory-1 strategies, with conditional
group participation, to highlight the (already non-trivial) dynamics associated with CRD
and outcome-based partner selection.
The theoretical model proposed can be, in the future, extended to study outcome-based
strategies in other multiplayer games, particularly those with non-linear payoffs such as
Multiplayer Ultimatum Games [57, 60], Multiplayer Trust Games [8] or N-Person StagHunt Games [44]. Also, the conclusions that we derive suggest, mainly, that OC generally
benefits from high M and that OC becomes more prevalent than SC when the cost of cooperating (c) is low. These predictions may be tested through new experiments with human
subjects, thus opening new avenues for a symbiosis between theoretical and experimental
analysis of collective action problems.
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